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Knowledge and Skepticism - Joseph Keim
Campbell 2010-05-21
New essays by leading philosophers explore
topics in epistemology, offering both
contemporary philosophical analysis and
historical perspectives. There are two main
questions in epistemology: What is knowledge?
And: Do we have any of it? The first question
asks after the nature of a concept; the second
involves grappling with the skeptic, who believes
that no one knows anything. This collection of
original essays addresses the themes of
knowledge and skepticism, offering both
contemporary epistemological analysis and
historical perspectives from leading
philosophers and rising scholars. Contributors
first consider knowledge: the intrinsic nature of
knowledge—in particular, aspects of what
distinguishes knowledge from true belief; the
extrinsic examination of knowledge, focusing on
contextualist accounts; and types of knowledge,
specifically perceptual, introspective, and
rational knowledge. The final chapters offer
various perspectives on skepticism. Knowledge
and Skepticism provides an eclectic yet coherent
set of essays by distinguished scholars and
important new voices. The cutting-edge nature
of its contributions and its interdisciplinary
character make it a valuable resource for a wide
audience—for philosophers of language as well
as for epistemologists, and for psychologists,
decision theorists, historians, and students at
both the advanced undergraduate and graduate
levels. Contributors Kent Bach, Joseph Keim
Campbell, Joseph Cruz, Fred Dretske, Catherine
Z. Elgin, Peter S. Fosl, Peter J. Graham, David
Hemp, Michael O'Rourke, George Pappas, John
L. Pollock, Duncan Pritchard, Joseph Salerno,
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Robert J. Stainton, Harry S. Silverstein, Joseph
Thomas Tolliver, Leora Weitzman
Women and Interreligious Dialogue Catherine Cornille 2013-09-26
"Though women have been objects more often
than subjects of interreligious dialogue, they
have nevertheless contributed in significant
ways to the dialogue, just as the dialogue has
also contributed to their own self-understanding.
This volume, the fifth in the Interreligious
Dialogue Series, brings together historical,
critical, and constructive approaches to the role
of women in the dialogue between religions.
These approaches deal with concrete examples
of women's involvement in dialogue, critical
reflections on the representation of women in
dialogue, and the important question of what
women might bring to the dialogue. Together,
they open up new avenues for reflection on the
nature and purpose of interreligious dialogue. "
Higher-Order Evidence - Mattias Skipper
2019-10-10
We often have reason to doubt our own ability to
form rational beliefs, or to doubt that some
particular belief of ours is rational. Perhaps we
learn that a trusted friend disagrees with us
about what our shared evidence supports. Or
perhaps we learn that our beliefs have been
afflicted bymotivated reasoning or by other
cognitive biases. These are examples of higherorder evidence. While it may seem plausible that
higher-order evidence should somehow impact
our beliefs, it is less clear how and why.
Normally, when evidence impacts our beliefs, it
does so by virtue of speaking for oragainst the
truth of theirs contents. But higher-order
evidence does not directly concern the contents
of the beliefs that they impact. In recent years,
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philosophers have become increasingly aware of
the need to understand the nature and
normative role of higher-order evidence. This is
partly due tothe pervasiveness of higher-order
evidence in human life, for example in the form
of disagreement. But is has also become clear
that higher-order evidence lies at the heart of a
number of central epistemological debates,
spanning from classical disputes between
internalists and externalists to morerecent
discussions of peer disagreement and epistemic
akrasia. Many of the controversies within these
and other debates stem, at least in part, from
conflicting views about the normative
significance of higher-order evidence.This
volume brings together, for the first time, a
distinguished group of leading and up-andcoming epistemologists to explore a wide range
of interrelated issues about higher-order
evidence.
The Blackwell Guide to Epistemology - John
Greco 1999-01-05
Written by an international assembly of leading
philosophers, this volume includes seventeen
newly-commissioned full-length survey articles
on the central topics of epistemology.
Elm in Action - Richard Feldman 2020-04-04
Summary Elm is more than just a cutting-edge
programming language, it’s a chance to upgrade
the way you think about building web
applications. Once you get comfortable with
Elm’s refreshingly different approach to
application development, you’ll be working with
a clean syntax, dependable libraries, and a
delightful compiler that essentially eliminates
runtime exceptions. Elm compiles to JavaScript,
so your code runs in any browser, and Elm’s
best-in-class rendering speed will knock your
socks off. Let’s get started! Purchase of the print
book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About
the technology Simply put, the Elm
programming language transforms the way you
think about frontend web development. Elm’s
legendary compiler is an incredible assistant,
giving you the precise and user-friendly support
you need to work efficiently. Elm applications
have small bundle sizes that run faster than
JavaScript frameworks and are famously easy to
maintain as they grow. The catch? Elm isn’t
JavaScript, so you’ll have some new skills to
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learn. About the book Elm in Action teaches you
the Elm language along with a new approach to
coding frontend applications. Chapter by
chapter, you’ll create a full-featured photobrowsing app, learning as you go about Elm’s
modular architecture, Elm testing, and how to
work seamlessly with your favorite JavaScript
libraries. You’ll especially appreciate author and
Elm core team member Richard Feldman’s
unique insights, based on his thousands of hours
writing production code in Elm. When you’re
done, you’ll have a toolbox of new development
skills and a stunning web app for your portfolio.
What's inside Scalable design for production
web applications Single-page applications in Elm
Data modeling in Elm Accessing JavaScript from
Elm About the reader For web developers with
no prior experience in Elm or functional
programming. About the author Richard
Feldman is a software engineer at NoRedInk and
a well-known member of the Elm community.
Table of Contents PART 1 - GETTING STARTED
1. Welcome to Elm 2. Your first Elm application
3. Compiler as assistant PART 2 - PRODUCTIONGRADE ELM 4. Talking to servers 5. Talking to
JavaScript 6. Testing PART 3 - BUILDING
BIGGER 7. Data modeling 8. Single-page
applications
Explaining Understanding - Stephen R.
Grimm 2016-10-04
What does it mean to understand something?
What types of understanding can be
distinguished? Is understanding always provided
by explanations? And how is it related to
knowledge? Such questions have attracted
considerable interest in epistemology recently.
These discussions, however, have not yet
engaged insights about explanations and
theories developed in philosophy of science.
Conversely, philosophers of science have
debated the nature of explanations and theories,
while dismissing understanding as a
psychological by-product. In this book,
epistemologists and philosophers of science
together address basic questions about the
nature of understanding, providing a new
overview of the field. False theories, cognitive
bias, transparency, coherency, and other
important issues are discussed. Its 15 original
chapters are essential reading for researchers
and graduate students interested in the current
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debates about understanding.
Carving Nature at Its Joints - Joseph Keim
Campbell 2011-10-28
Reflections on the metaphysics and epistemology
of classification from a distinguished group of
philosophers. Contemporary discussions of the
success of science often invoke an ancient
metaphor from Plato's Phaedrus: successful
theories should "carve nature at its joints." But
is nature really "jointed"? Are there natural
kinds of things around which our theories cut?
The essays in this volume offer reflections by a
distinguished group of philosophers on a series
of intertwined issues in the metaphysics and
epistemology of classification. The contributors
consider such topics as the relevance of natural
kinds in inductive inference; the role of natural
kinds in natural laws; the nature of fundamental
properties; the naturalness of boundaries; the
metaphysics and epistemology of biological
kinds; and the relevance of biological kinds to
certain questions in ethics. Carving Nature at Its
Joints offers both breadth and thematic unity,
providing a sampling of state-of-the-art work in
contemporary analytic philosophy that will be of
interest to a wide audience of scholars and
students concerned with classification.
Epistemic Defeat - Jan Constantin 2021-06-21
A number of well-developed theories shed light
on the question, under what circumstances our
beliefs enjoy epistemic justification. Yet,
comparatively little is known about epistemic
defeat—when new information causes the loss of
epistemic justification. This book proposes and
defends a detailed account of epistemic
defeaters. The main kinds of defeaters are
analyzed in detail and integrated into a general
framework that aims to explain how beliefs lose
justification. It is argued that defeaters
introduce incompatibilities into a noetic system
and thereby prompt a structured re-evaluation
process that makes a justified reinstatement of
the defeated belief impossible. The account is
then applied to the topic of disagreement, where
it is used in an argument for conciliationism, as
well as a new explanation for higher-order
defeat. Throughout the book, the notion of
defeat is the center of attention, while a number
of new issues are discussed at the intersections
of defeat and justification. Specifically, new
problems are raised for broadly internalist
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accounts of defeat, a fully descriptive reliabilist
account of defeat is provided, and the case for
normative defeat is revisited.
Epistemology Futures - Stephen Hetherington
2006-03-16
How might epistemology build upon its past and
present, so as to be better in the future?
Epistemology Futures takes bold steps towards
answering that question. What methods will best
serve epistemology? Which phenomena and
concepts deserve more attention from it? Are
there approaches and assumptions that have
impeded its progress until now? This volume
contains provocative essays by prominent
epistemologists, presenting many new ideas for
possible improvements in how to do
epistemology. Doubt is cast upon the powers of
conceptual analysis and of epistemological
intuition. Surprising aspects of knowledge are
noticed. What is it? What is it not? Scepticism's
limits are traced. What threatens us as potential
knowers? What does not? The nature and special
significance of inquiry, of normative virtues, of
understanding, and of disagreement are
elucidated, all with an eye on sharpening
epistemology's future focus. There is definite
insight and potential foresight. How might real
epistemological progress occur in the future?
Epistemology Futures offers some intriguing
clues.
Varieties of Skepticism - James Conant
2014-04-01
This volume brings out the varieties of forms of
philosophical skepticism that have continued to
preoccupy philosophers for the past of couple of
centuries, as well as the specific varieties of
philosophical response that these have
engendered — above all, in the work of those
who have sought to take their cue from Kant,
Wittgenstein, or Cavell — and to illuminate how
these philosophical approaches are related to
and bear upon one another. The philosophers
brought together in this volume are united by
the thought that a proper appreciation of the
depth of the skeptical challenge must reveal it to
be deeply disquieting, in the sense that
skepticism threatens not just some set of
theoretical commitments, but also-and
fundamentally-our very sense of self, world, and
other. Second, that skepticism is the proper
starting point for any serious attempt to make
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sense of what philosophy is, and to gauge the
prospects of philosophical progress.
Scientific Epistemology - Hilary Kornblith
2021
"This book provides an introduction to a
scientifically informed approach to
epistemological questions. Theories of
knowledge are often motivated by the need to
respond to skepticism. The skeptic presents an
argument which seems to show that knowledge
is impossible, and a theory of knowledge is
called upon to show, contrary to the skeptic, how
knowledge is indeed possible. Traditional
epistemologies, however, do not draw on the
sciences in providing their response to
skepticism. The approach taken here, however,
shows how an epistemology which is informed
by the sciences offers an especially illuminating
understanding of the nature of knowledge and
what makes it possible. Along the way, a
distinctive methodology for philosophy is
defended, as is an approach to understanding
how inference is conducive to knowledge which
highlights various structural similarities
between the workings of our perceptual systems
and native inferential mechanisms. A
perspective on the human capacity to reflect on
our beliefs is defended which highlights its
importance in cooperative problem solving"-Disagreement - Richard Feldman 2010-08-19
Disagreement is common: even informed,
intelligent, and generally reasonable people
often come to different conclusions when
confronted with what seems to be the same
evidence. Can the competing conclusions be
reasonable? If not, what can we reasonably think
about the situation? This is the first book on the
epistemology of disagreement.
Disagreement - Bryan Frances 2014-08-25
Regardless of who you are or how you live your
life, you disagree with millions of people on an
enormous number of topics from politics,
religion and morality to sport, culture and art.
Unless you are delusional, you are aware that a
great many of the people who disagree with you
are just as smart and thoughtful as you are - in
fact, you know that often they are smarter and
more informed. But believing someone to be
cleverer or more knowledgeable about a
particular topic usually won’t change your mind.
Should it? This book is devoted to exploring this
richard-feldman-epistemology-pdf

quandary - what should we do when we
encounter disagreement, particularly when we
believe someone is more of an authority on a
subject than we are? The question is of
enormous importance, both in the public arena
and in our personal lives. Disagreement over
marriages, beliefs, friendships and more causes
immense personal strife. People with political
power disagree about how to spend enormous
amounts of money, about what laws to pass, or
about wars to fight. If only we were better able
to resolve our disagreements, we would
probably save millions of lives and prevent
millions of others from living in poverty. The first
full-length text-book on this philosophical topic,
Disagreement provides students with the tools
they need to understand the burgeoning
academic literature and its (often conflicting)
perspectives. Including case studies, sample
questions and chapter summaries, this engaging
and accessible book is the perfect starting point
for students and anyone interested in thinking
about the possibilities and problems of this
fundamental philosophical debate.
A Luxury of the Understanding - Allan Hazlett
2013-09
Allan Hazlett challenges the philosophical
assumption of the value of true belief. He
critiques the view that true belief is better for us
than false belief, and the view that truth is "the
aim of belief". An alternative picture is provided,
on which the fact that some people love truth is
all there is to "the value of true belief".
The Value of Knowledge and the Pursuit of
Understanding - Jonathan L. Kvanvig
2003-08-21
Epistemology has for a long time focused on the
concept of knowledge and tried to answer
questions such as whether knowledge is possible
and how much of it there is. Often missing from
this inquiry, however, is a discussion on the
value of knowledge. In The Value of Knowledge
and the Pursuit of Understanding Jonathan
Kvanvig argues that epistemology properly
conceived cannot ignore the question of the
value of knowledge. He also questions one of the
most fundamental assumptions in epistemology,
namely that knowledge is always more valuable
than the value of its subparts. Taking Platos'
Meno as a starting point of his discussion,
Kvanvig tackles the different arguments about
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the value of knowledge and comes to the
conclusion that knowledge is less valuable than
generally assumed. Clearly written and well
argued, this 2003 book will appeal to students
and professionals in epistemology.
Social Epistemology - Alvin I. Goldman 2011
An outstanding voice in the field, the jazz critic
for The Village Voice leads readers through the
first century of the music in a voluminous, expert
account of the great jazz artists past and present
and their distinctive contributions. UP.
Believing in Accordance with the Evidence Kevin McCain 2018-10-02
This volume explores evidentialism, a major
theory of epistemic justification. It contains
more than 20 papers that examine its nuances,
its challenges, as well as its future directions.
Written by leading and up-and-coming
epistemologists, the papers cover a wide array of
topics related to evidentialism. The contributors
present both sides of the theory: some are
advocates of evidentialism, while others are
critics. This provides readers with a
comprehensive, and cutting-edge, understanding
of this epistemic theory. Overall, the book is
organized into six parts: The Nature of Evidence,
Understanding Evidentialism, Problems for
Evidentialism, Evidentialism and Social
Epistemology, New Directions for Evidentialism,
and Explanationist Evidentialism. Readers will
find insightful discussion on such issues as the
ontology of evidence, phenomenal dogmatism,
how experiences yield evidence, the new evil
demon problem, probability, norms of credibility,
intellectual virtues, wisdom, epistemic
justification, and more. This title provides
authoritative coverage of evidentialism, from the
latest developments to the most recent
philosophical criticisms. It will appeal to
researchers and graduate students searching for
more information on this prominent
epistemological theory.
Philosophers without Gods - Louise M. Antony
2007-08-08
Atheists are frequently demonized as arrogant
intellectuals, antagonistic to religion, devoid of
moral sentiments, advocates of an "anything
goes" lifestyle. Now, in this revealing volume,
nineteen leading philosophers open a window on
the inner life of atheism, shattering these
common stereotypes as they reveal how they
richard-feldman-epistemology-pdf

came to turn away from religious belief. These
highly engaging personal essays capture the
marvelous diversity to be found among atheists,
providing a portrait that will surprise most
readers. Many of the authors, for example,
express great affection for particular religious
traditions, even as they explain why they cannot,
in good conscience, embrace them. None of the
contributors dismiss religious belief as stupid or
primitive, and several even express regret that
they cannot, or can no longer, believe. Perhaps
more important, in these reflective pieces, they
offer fresh insight into some of the oldest and
most difficult problems facing the human mind
and spirit. For instance, if God is dead, is
everything permitted? Philosophers without
Gods demonstrates convincingly, with
arguments that date back to Plato, that morality
is independent of the existence of God. Indeed,
every writer in this volume adamantly affirms
the objectivity of right and wrong. Moreover,
they contend that secular life can provide
rewards as great and as rich as religious life. A
naturalistic understanding of the human
condition presents a set of challenges--to pursue
our goals without illusions, to act morally
without hope of reward--challenges that can
impart a lasting value to finite and fragile human
lives. 'This Atheists R Us compilation differs
markedly in tone from Hitchens and Dawkins.
Excellent fare for Christian small groups whose
members are genuinely interested in the
arguments raised by atheists.'-- Christianity
Today 'Rather than the foolishness of Dawkins or
Hitchens, these [essays] are compelling and
sophisticated arguments that religious people
ought to confront....'-- Tikkun 'Taken as a group,
these readable, personal, and provocative essays
make it clear that there are many kinds of nonbelievers, and even many different elements that
make up a single skeptical outlook. Contrary to
the popular image, atheism isn't all rebellious
trumpets and defiant drums. That part of the
orchestra is essential, but here we have all the
varieties of unreligious experience, a full
symphony of unbelief.' -- Free Inquiry 'This
collection strikes me as an excellent example of
how comprehensible philosophical writing can
be at its best. By and large, the essays are
written in a clear and direct style, free of
philosophical jargon. Many who read it will find
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themselves also engaged at a level that is not
merely academic.'--George I. Mavrodes, Notre
Dame Philosophical Reviews
The Oxford Handbook of Epistemology - Paul
K. Moser 2005-10-27
The Oxford Handbook of Epistemology contains
19 previously unpublished chapters by today's
leading figures in the field. These chapters
function not only as a survey of key areas, but as
original scholarship on a range of vital topics.
Written accessibly for advanced undergraduates,
graduate students, and professional
philosophers, the Handbook explains the main
ideas and problems of contemporary
epistemology while avoiding overly technical
detail.
Analysis and Metaphysics - Keith Lehrer
2012-12-06
AND BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH This collection of
essays in honor of Roderick M. Chisholm is the
work of his former students. The book was
conceived and the original con tributors invited
by Richard Taylor. We restricted the
contributors to former students of Chisholm as a
special tribute to his acknowledged as a teacher
of philosophy. The profundity of his
contributions to genius epistemology and
metaphysics are acknowledged throughout the
phil osophical world. Those who have been
present at his lectures and semi nars, who have
been incited to philosophical cerebration by the
clarity and precision of his exposition, know that
his impact on contemporary philosophy far
exceeds the influence of the written word. It is,
we think, appropriate that his students should
reserve for themselves the privilege of honoring
Chisholm in this way as his 60th birthday draws
near. The tribute paid to Chisholm in Taylor's
essay conveys a personal impression. I shall,
consequently, refrain from personal
reminiscence here, and instead, mention some of
the highlights of an illustrious life. Chisholm was
born on November 27, 1916 in North Attleboro,
Massachu setts. He married Eleanor F. Parker in
1943 and raised three children with her. He
received an A. B. from Brown in 1938, a Ph. D.
from Harvard in 1942, and served in the U. S.
Army from 1942 to 1946.
Epistemology - Ernest Sosa 2018-12-04
One of the world's leading epistemologists
provides a sophisticated, revisionist introduction
richard-feldman-epistemology-pdf

to the subject In this concise book, one of the
world’s leading epistemologists provides a
sophisticated, revisionist introduction to the
problem of knowledge in Western philosophy.
Modern and contemporary accounts of
epistemology tend to focus on limited questions
of knowledge and skepticism, such as how we
can know the external world, other minds, the
past through memory, the future through
induction, or the world’s depth and structure
through inference. This book steps back for a
better view of the more general issues posed by
the ancient Greek Pyrrhonists. Returning to and
illuminating this older, broader epistemological
tradition, Ernest Sosa develops an original
account of the subject, giving it substance not
with Cartesian theology but with science and
common sense. Descartes is a part of this
ancient tradition, but he goes beyond it by
considering not just whether knowledge is
possible in the first place, but also how we can
properly attain it. In Cartesian epistemology,
Sosa finds a virtue-theoretic account, one that
he extends beyond the Cartesian context. Once
epistemology is viewed in this light, many of its
problems can be solved or fall away. The result
is an important reevaluation of epistemology
that will be essential reading for students and
teachers.
Epistemology - Robert Audi 1998
This comprehensive book introduces the
concepts and theories central for understanding
knowledge. It aims to reach students who have
already done an introductory philosophy course.
Topics covered include perception and reflection
as grounds of knowledge, and the nature,
structure, and varieties of knowledge. The
character and scope of knowledge in the crucial
realms of ethics, science and religion are also
considered. Unique features of Epistemology: *
Provides a comprehensive survey of basic
concepts and major theories * Gives an up-todate account of important developments in the
field * Contains many lucid examples to support
ideas * Cites key literature in an annotated
bibliography.
Naturalizing Epistemic Virtue - Abrol
Fairweather 2014-03-27
This book explores virtue epistemology as
naturalistic and presents new opportunities for
work on epistemic abilities, epistemic virtues
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and cognitive character.
An Introduction to the Theory of Knowledge Noah Lemos 2007-02-15
Epistemology or the theory of knowledge is one
of the cornerstones of analytic philosophy, and
this book provides a clear and accessible
introduction to the subject. It discusses some of
the main theories of justification, including
foundationalism, coherentism, reliabilism, and
virtue epistemology. Other topics include the
Gettier problem, internalism and externalism,
skepticism, the problem of epistemic circularity,
the problem of the criterion, a priori knowledge,
and naturalized epistemology. Intended
primarily for students taking a first class in
epistemology, this lucid and well-written text
would also provide an excellent introduction for
anyone interested in knowing more about this
important area of philosophy.
Contemporary Perspectives on Religious
Epistemology - R. Douglas Geivett 1992
This unique textbook--the first to offer balanced,
comprehensive coverage of all major
perspectives on the rational justification of
religious belief--includes twenty-four key papers
by some of the world's leading philosophers of
religion. Arranged in six sections, each
representing a major approach to religious
epistemology, the book begins with papers by
noted atheists, setting the stage for the main
theistic responses--Wittgensteinian Fideism,
Reformed epistemology, natural theology,
prudential accounts of religious beliefs, and
rational belief based in religious experience--in
each case offering a representative sample of
papers by leading exponents, a critical paper,
and a substantial bibliography. A comprehensive
introductory essay and ample cross-references
help students to contrast and evaluate the
different approaches, while the overall
arrangement encourages them to assess the full
range of philosophical positions on the issue.
Carefully selected to provide both a
comprehensive overview of current work and a
series of modern perspectives on many classic
sources--Swinburne's detailed discussion of
Hume's critique of the design argument, for
example, as well as an entire section evaluating
and extending Pascal's famous Wager--the
essays also provide a uniquely readable survey
that will be useful in a wide range of
richard-feldman-epistemology-pdf

undergraduate and graduate courses in
philosophy of religion and epistemology.
Epistemic Duties - Kevin McCain 2020-10-12
There are arguably moral, legal, and prudential
constraints on behavior. But are there epistemic
constraints on belief? Are there any
requirements arising from intellectual
considerations alone? This volume includes
original essays written by top epistemologists
that address this and closely related questions
from a variety of new, sometimes unexpected,
angles. It features a wide variety of positions,
ranging from arguments for and against the
existence of purely epistemic requirements,
reductions of epistemic requirements to moral or
prudential requirements, the biological
foundations of epistemic requirements,
extensions of the scope of epistemic
requirements to include such things as openmindedness, eradication of implicit bias and
interpersonal duties to object, to new
applications such as epistemic requirements
pertaining to storytelling, testimony, and
fundamentalist beliefs. Anyone interested in the
nature of responsibility, belief, or epistemic
normativity will find a range of useful arguments
and fresh ideas in this cutting-edge anthology.
Reason and Argument - Richard Feldman
2013-11-01
This text presents a clear and philosophically
sound method for identifying, interpreting, and
evaluating arguments as they appear in nontechnical sources. It focuses on a more
functional, real-world goal of argument analysis
as a tool for figuring out what is reasonable to
believe rather than as an instrument of
persuasion. Methods are illustrated by applying
them to arguments about different topics as they
appear in a variety of contexts - e.g., newspaper
editorials and columns, short essays, informal
reports of scientific results, etc.
Evidentialism and Its Discontents - Trent
Dougherty 2011-08-25
In this ground-breaking book, leading
epistemologists challenge and refine
evidentialism, the view that epistemic
justification for belief is determined solely by
considerations pertaining to one's evidence. Earl
Conee and Richard Feldman, the leading
advocates of evidentialism, respond to each
essay in this engaging and illuminating debate.
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Epistemology - Richard Feldman 2003
Sophisticated yet accessible and easy to read,
this introduction to contemporary philosophical
questions about knowledge and rationality goes
beyond the usual bland survey of the major
current views to show that there is argument
involved. Throughout, the author provides a fair
and balanced blending of the standard positions
on epistemology with his own carefully reasoned
positions or stances into the analysis of each
concept. Epistemological Questions. The
Traditional Analysis of Knowledge. Modifying the
Traditional Analysis of Knowledge. Evidentialist
Theories of Justification. Non-evidentialist
Theories of Knowledge and Justification.
Skepticism. Epistemology and Science.
Relativism. For anyone interested in the
philosophy of knowledge and rationality.
New Essays on the a Priori - Paul Artin
Boghossian 2000
A priori knowledge and justification have long
played a prominent part in epistemology and the
theory of meaning. This text offers a variety of
approaches to the a priori, examining its role in
different areas of philosophical enquiry.
Knowledge, Truth, and Duty - Matthias Steup
2001-03-01
This volume gathers eleven new and three
previously unpublished essays that take on
questions of epistemic justification,
responsibility, and virtue. It contains the best
recent work in this area by major figures such as
Ernest Sosa, Robert Audi, Alvin Goldman, and
Susan Haak.
Epistemic Evaluation - John Greco 2015
Ntroduction : the point and purpose of epistemic
evaluation / David Henderson and John Greco -Part I : Philosophical methods and evaluative
purposes -- Teleologies and the methodology of
epistemology / Georgi Gardiner -- Know first, tell
later : the truth about Craig on knowledge /
Elizabeth Fricker -- What's the point? / David
Henderson and Terence Horgan -- Part II :
Contextualism and pragmatic encroachment -Knowledge, practical interests, and rising tides /
Stephen R. Grimm -- Two purposes of
knowledge-attribution and the contextualism
debate / Matthew McGrath -- Part III : Does
knowledge always require reasons? -- Knowledge
in practice / Michael Williams -- Regressstopping and disagreement for epistemic
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neopragmatists / Jonathan M. Weinberg -- Part
IV : The internalism/externalism debate -- What
is the subject-matter of the theory of epistemic
justification? / Sanford C. Goldberg -- Why
justification matters / Declan Smithies -- Part V :
Epistemic norms as social norms -- Epistemic
normativity and social norms / Peter J. Graham -Testimonial knowledge and the flow of
information / John Greco.
Evidentialism and Epistemic Justification Kevin McCain 2014-05-09
Evidentialism is a popular theory of epistemic
justification, yet, as early proponents of the
theory Earl Conee and Richard Feldman admit,
there are many elements that must be developed
before Evidentialism can provide a full account
of epistemic justification, or well-founded belief.
It is the aim of this book to provide the details
that are lacking; here McCain moves past
Evidentialism as a mere schema by putting
forward and defending a full-fledged theory of
epistemic justification. In this book McCain
offers novel approaches to several elements of
well-founded belief. Key among these are an
original account of what it takes to have
information as evidence, an account of epistemic
support in terms of explanation, and a causal
account of the basing relation (the relation that
one's belief must bear to her evidence in order
to be justified) that is far superior to previous
accounts. The result is a fully developed
Evidentialist account of well-founded belief.
The Current State of the Coherence Theory J. Bender 2012-12-06
The subtitle of this book should be read as a
qualification as much as an elaboration of the
title. If the goal were completeness, then this
book would have included essays on the work of
other philosophers such as Wilfrid Sellars,
Nicholas Rescher, Donald Davidson, Gilbert
Harman and Michael Williams. Although it
would be incorrect to say that each of these
writers has set forth a version of the coherence
theory of justification and knowledge, it is clear
that their work is directly relevant, and reaction
to it could easily fill a companion volume. This
book concentrates, however, on the theories of
Keith Lehrer and Laurence BonJour, and I doubt
that any epistemologist would deny that they are
presently the two leading proponents of
coherentism. A sure indication of this was the
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ease with which the papers in this volume were
solicited and delivered. The many authors
represented here were willing, prepared, and
excited to join in the discussion of BonJour's and
Lehrer's recent writings. I thank each one
personally for agreeing so freely to contribute.
All of the essays but two are published for the
first time here. Marshall Swain's and Alvin
Goldman's papers were originally presented at a
symposium on BonJour's The Structure of
Empirical Knowledge at the annual meeting of
the Central Division of the American
Philosophical Association, Chicago, Illinois, in
April, 1987.
Contemporary Epistemology - Ernest Sosa
2019-03-26
A rigorous, authoritative new anthology which
brings together some of the most significant
contemporary scholarship on the theory of
knowledge Carefully-calibrated and judiciouslycurated, this strong and contemporary new
anthology builds upon Epistemology: An
Anthology, Second Edition (Wiley Blackwell,
2008) by drawing a concise and well-balanced
selection of higher-level readings from a large,
diverse, and evolving body of research. Includes
17 readings that represent a broad and vital part
of contemporary epistemology, including articles
by female philosophers and emerging thought
leaders Organized into seven thoughtful and
distinct sections, including virtue epistemology,
practical reasons for belief, and epistemic
dysfunctions among others Designed to sit
alongside the highly-successful anthology of
canonical essays, Epistemology: An Anthology,
Second Edition (Wiley Blackwell, 2008) Edited
by a distinguished editorial team, including
Ernie Sosa, one of the most influential active
epistemologists Highlights cutting edge
methodologies and contemporary topics for
advanced students, instructors, and researchers
Social Epistemology - Adrian Haddock
2010-11-04
The idea of approaching epistemological
concerns from a social perspective is relatively
new. For much of its history the epistemological
enterprise -- and arguably philosophy more
generally -- has been cast along egocentric lines.
Where a non-egocentric approach has been
taken, as in the recent work of naturalist
epistemologists, the focus has been on
richard-feldman-epistemology-pdf

individuals interacting with their environment
rather than on the significance of social
interaction for an understanding of thenature
and value of knowledge.The fifteen new essays
presented in this volume aim to show the fertility
and variety of social epistemology and to set the
agenda for future research. They examine not
only the well-established topic of testimony, but
also newer topics such as disagreement,
comprehension, the norm of trust, epistemic
value, and the epistemology of silence. Several
contributors discuss metaphilosophical issues to
do with the nature of social epistemology and
what it can contribute to epistemology
moregenerally. Social Epistemology will be
essential reading for anyone interested in this
fast-growing area of philosophy.
Evidentialism - Earl Conee 2004-04-22
Evidentialism is a theory of knowledge the
essence of which is the traditional idea that the
justification of factual knowledge is entirely a
matter of evidence. The authors defend this
theory, arguing evidentialism is an asset
virtually everywhere in epistemology, from
getting started to refuting skepticism.
Intellectual Assurance - Brett Coppenger
2016-02-25
This volume presents a dozen essays by
prominent contemporary epistemologists
providing a careful examination and critical
evaluation of traditional epistemic internalism.
Unlike competing versions of internalism, the
guiding principle of traditional internalism is not
to accommodate our commonsense nonskeptical
views about the rationality of our ordinary
beliefs, but to emphasize the need for strong
skepticism-resistant intellectual assurance that
our ordinary beliefs (perceptual and otherwise)
are true. The essays focus on what traditional
internalism has to say about the following three
topics: the nature of non-inferentially justified
belief, the nature of inferentially justified belief,
and the best way to respond to skepticism. The
end product is a volume containing many
probing objections to traditional internalism,
pushing its proponents to provide creative new
defenses if they want this old-fashioned view to
survive in the modern world.
Good Knowledge, Bad Knowledge - Stephen
Hetherington 2001-10-18
What is knowledge? How hard is it for a person
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to have knowledge? Good Knowledge, Bad
Knowledge confronts contemporary
philosophical attempts to answer those classic
questions, by identifying and arguing against
two fundamental epistemological presumptions.
Can there be both better and worse knowledge
of some fact? Can you improve your knowledge
of a particular fact? Can there be especially bad
knowledge of a specific fact? Epistemologists
routinely answer these questions with a
resounding 'No'. But Stephen Hetherington
argues that those standard answers are
mistaken. The result is a theory of knowledge
that is unique in conceiving of knowledge in a
non-absolutist way. The theory offers new
solutions to many traditional epistemological
puzzles, including various kinds of scepticism,
the Gettier challenge, and the problem of the
criterion. It also offers a fresh way of using G. E.
Moore's anti-sceptical gambit, along with
reinterpretations of the epistemic roles of
fallibility, luck, relevance, and dogmatism. And
what can we know about knowledge? The role of
intuition in shaping epistemological thought
about knowledge is critically examined. Anyone
working on epistemology will enjoy this original
and challenging work.

richard-feldman-epistemology-pdf

Beyond "Justification" - William P. Alston
2018-07-05
Much of the writing in Anglo-American
epistemology in the twentieth century focused
on the conditions for beliefs being "justified." In
a book that seeks to shift the ground of debate
within theory of knowledge, William P. Alston
finds that the century-long search for a correct
account of the nature and conditions of
epistemic justification misses the point. Alston
calls for that search to be suspended and for talk
of epistemic justification to cease. He proposes
instead an approach to the epistemology of
belief that focuses on the evaluation of various
"epistemic desiderata" that may be satisfied by
beliefs. Alston finds that features of belief that
are desirable for the goals of cognition include
having an adequate basis, being formed in a
reliable way, and coherence within bodies of
belief. In Alston's view, a belief's being based on
an adequate ground and its being formed in a
reliable way, though often treated as competing
accounts of justification, are virtually identical.
Beyond "Justification" also contains discussions
of fundamental questions about the epistemic
status of principles and beliefs and appropriate
responses to various kinds of skepticism.
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